New Children's Books, Spring 2019
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Picture Books


New from the team that created I’m Bored - and my students' favorite read-aloud: Naked!


A companion to The Bad Seed. It hit the NYT Bestseller list on 3/5/19!


**Nonfiction Picture Books**


**Chapter Books**


**Graphic Novels**


**Poetry**


**Coming in Fall 2019**


Thank you friends!
I am not sure how many times I have had the honor of sharing books at your wonderful gatherings, but each visit has been a privilege and a joy.

If classrooms are the heart of a school, the library is surely its soul. My school, I bet, is similar to yours. Every day I see the incredible contributions you make to your school communities. You make life-changing differences in the lives of your students. For so many, the library is a haven. For some, the books alone would be enough. But there is so much more at hand - laptops and tablets, endless digital tools, makerspaces . . . a wealth of resources. And yet, the true treasure in every school library is the skilled and caring adult who teaches, motivates and inspires.

I am very grateful for your continual kindness to me. It is wonderful. Even more impressive, though, is what you give so generously to your students. You have my thanks and admiration.

Most sincerely,

Chris